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statistical indicators of the Bureau of Industry Injury
Investigation, Ministry of Commerce of China, Chen et al.
(2009) reconstructed a mathematical model to monitor
industry damages, which validity and reliability was further
confirmed by actual cases. Li et al (2009) established the
food security early-warning index system to assess food
security status and forecast food security damage, and built
a systemic framework with timely policy adjustments.
Cheng et al. (2010) constructed an industry safety
early-warning system in Henan Province, and performed
empirical researches with it. According to the overall goal
of food development in China, Shao (2011) analyzed the
law of food development in China over years, predicted the
future comprehensive alarm limit index of food security by
using practical scientific forecast model, and proposed the
countermeasure to build food security early-warning system.
Xu et al. (2011) analyzed the security status of aquatic
products in Hebei Province, and proposed the basic ideas
and frameworks of aquaculture safety warning subsystem.
And Zhang et al. (2011) divided the North China area into
14 regions of early warning, and constructed early-warning
models of earthquake situation index for each region. The
earthquake early-warning criteria were determined, and a
regional early warning index system was developed with
AHP analysis and earthquake index calculation. Colors red,
orange, yellow, and blue were used to grade the earthquake
levels.
To guarantee the healthy development of China's dairy
industry, this study aims to analyze and construct a dairy
industry injury platform in the viewpoints of early-warning
system design, model development method, and
early-warning platform processes.

Abstract--Industrial damage attaches great importance to all
countries in the world. It is one of the most important duties of
a government to ensure the healthy development of domestic
industries. The objective of this study is to achieve
informatization of China’s dairy industry. Analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) and early- warning system were combined to
sort, analyze, store and process the indices of dairy products in
trade. An early-warning model was used to develop the
early-warning platform of dairy damage for real-time tracking
of the dynamics development of dairy industry trade and for
scientific and accurate determination and prediction of
industry losses and damage extents caused by dumping. This
practice will effectively protect the interest of the state, and
protect China’s dairy industry from the infringement of unfair
competition.
Keywords-Dairy industry; industrial damage; early-warning
model; China

I.

FOREWORD

The Anti-dumping Regulations of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) has defined industry damage as the
substantial damage, threat or retardation imposed by import
goods to the same or similar domestic products that
hampered the establishment of the industry. The China
Anti-dumping―forcast methods of industry damage extents
has defined industry damage as the threat, blocking and
destruction brought by large-scale sales of import (export)
goods to the development and establishment of domestic
industries in international trades. Since China's entry into
WTO, the trade of dairy has increased, and the impact of
import of foreign products into China has been
strengthening. Therefore, to construct an early-warning
platform for diary industry damage and to forecast the
potential crisis of dairy safety is necessary to minimize the
loss and enhance the consumer confidence.
In recent years, some researchers have studied on the
construction of early-warning system of industry injury. On
the basis of theoretical analysis and practical works, Liu et
al. (2001) analyzed the early-warning factors by using
analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Following the objective
laws of industry injury, the principles of operability,
comparability, early-warning, and scientificity, and the
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II.

INDEX SYSTEM SET-UP OF THE EARLY-WARNING I
MODEL OF CHINA'S DAIRY INDUSTRY INJURY

The dairy industry early-warning indices were designed
mainly based on the industrial damage theory and relevant
provisions of the state, which were further combined with
the dairy industry's own characteristics.
A. Basis for Index System Design
To select and determine a reasonable index system is the
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key to establish a rapid and accurate early-warning and
monitoring system. A set of indicators should have integrity,
hierarchy, scientificity and practicality, and feasibility of
index data and calculation method. The factors independent
from import products must be considered as well.
a) Integrity. Design of industry injury early-warning
index system is a systematic engineering. Factors must be
considered in combination, such as quantitative calculation
and qualitative judgment, comprehensive characterization
of index in combination and separately, and static and
dynamic analysis of indices. At the same time, the index
system design should consider the development and change
of the dairy quality security.
b) Hierarchy. The industry injury early-warning index
system is composed of a number of indicators with certain
functions and mutual connections as a whole, and has
hierarchy, in which each index of each level supports and
supplements each other. The index system under study is
composed of three levels, the low levels reflect the high
ones, and the high ones are part of the higher ones.
c) Scientificity and practicality. The objective of
establishing an early-warning index system of dairy
industry damage in China is to provide a set of practical and
comparable assessment basis, which can be used to
TABLE I.
General index

determine whether China's dairy industry is safe. It’s also
the basis for implementation of anti-dumping,
countervailing, and special safeguard measures. Therefore,
index design should have operability. In specific operations,
each department can optimize the indicators, highlight the
main indices, and improve the evaluation efficiency
according to specific need.
B. Index System Design
To ensure the safety of dairy trade, the early-warning
index system should include the indicators of import
quantity, import price, industry suffering and some
import-independent indicators, according to the principles
of decision-making, objectiveness, availability and
simplicity. Import quantity index is defined by the change
rate of import quantity, import price index by the change
rate of price, industry suffering index by the change rate of
pre-tax profit, import market share, domestic sale volume,
and per capita income. Other import-independent indices
are defined by the reduction of domestic consumption
demand, the changes of consumption patterns, the effects of
trade policy and technological progress, the changes of
domestic industry management, the effects of domestic
industry competition status, and the effects of irresistible
force (Table 1).

THE INDEX SYSTEM OF DAIRY INDUSTRY INJURY EARLY-WARNING MODEL

First-level index

Second-level index

Note

（
）
Import quantity

（
）
Change rate of import quantity

Quantitative

Import price

Change rate of import price

Quantitative

Change rate of pre-tax profit

Quantitative

Change rate of import market share

Quantitative

Change rate of domestic sale volume

Quantitative

The indices of dairy

Change rate of per capita income

Quantitative

industry injury

Reduction of domestic consumption demand and

Qualitative

early-warning model

changes of consumption patterns

（

）

Industry suffering

Effects of trade policy

Qualitative

Effects of technological progress

Qualitative

Effects of domestic industry management change

Qualitative

Effects of competition situation of domestic markets

Qualitative

Effect of irresistible force

Qualitative

Import-independent indices

Among the indices, the change rate of import quantity
refers to the increased or decreased ratio of year-by-year
imports of dairy products; the basic data were provided by
the Customs. The change rate of import price refers to the
price ratio of year-by-year import dairy product; the basic
data were provided by the Customs. The change rate of
pre-tax profit refers to the change amplitude compared to
the previous year; the basic data were provided by
enterprises. Pre-tax profit, i.e. the total profit, refers to the
profit before tax on product income. The formula is as

follows: pre-tax profit = salesselling costtax after
allocation and additionfees after allocation. The change
rate of import market share refers to the changes in the
market share year by year; the basic data were provided by
enterprises. The change rate of domestic sale volume refers
to the sale changes in dairy products; the basic data were
provided by enterprises. The change rate of per capita
income refers to the income changes per capita in dairy
enterprises; the basic data were provided by enterprises.
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The import-independent index also affects China's dairy
products import and export trade; the data were obtained
from expert group meetings.
The indicators listed above are the basis of alarm
forecast of dairy industry damage. Early-warning forecast is
the comprehensive assessment of a variety of indices to
monitor the industry status, is the scientific judgment of the
industrial operation after comprehensive processing of each
monitoring index data, and is to promote the healthy
development of the dairy industry finally.

processing enterprises, domestic market price and some
other unquantifiable factors. The quantitative indicators
mainly include the index sensitive to import quantity like
the change rate of import quantity, the index of import price,
i.e. the change rate of import price, and the indices of
industry suffering i.e. the change rates of pre-tax profit,
import market share, domestic sale volume change rate, and
per capita income. The qualitative indicators include the
reduction of domestic consumption demand and the change
of consumption patterns, the impact of trade policy, the
effect of technological progress, the change of domestic
industry management, and irresistible factors. The
quantitative analysis was mainly based on the monitoring
data of three aspects, including quantity, price and effects
on domestic dairy industry. By using the early-warning
model, the industry injury early-warning index calculated,
and whether the dairy industry was damaged or not was
quantitatively assessed. The qualitative analysis was
conducted mainly through establishment of hierarchical
structure and judgement matrix, and the questionnaires
filled by experts with knowledge and experiences.
According to the expert questionnaire, relevant limit values
were determined, the weight of each factor was calculated,
the expert judgement index of dairy industry injury
early-warning was predicted, and whether the dairy industry
suffered damage was determined.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY-WARNING MODEL OF
CHINA'S DAIRY INDUSTRY DAMAGE
Industrial damage early-warning is the basis of
anti-dumping, the latter is an effective means to resist unfair
competition allowed by WTO. The establishment of dairy
industry injury early-warning model must therefore comply
with the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of
Tariff and Trade1994 of WTO, i.e. Anti-dumping
Agreement.
A. Establishment of Monitoring Products
The principles to determine the key monitoring product
catalog, enterprises, and products of cow industry are:
products of the current tariff (corresponding to tariff
numbers), vulnerable to import and sensitive to import
amount, price change, and industry impact, used and
consumed in large scales domestically and exported in large
amounts. Liquid milk and dried milk products are the main
imports of dairy products in China; among them, liquid
milk includes milk and yogurt, and dry dairy products
include milk powder and whey. China's dairy exports
mainly consist of liquid milk (milk and yogurt) and dried
milk products (milk powder, dry whey, butter, and cheese).

C. Establishment of Basic Database
The data of China's dairy industry injury early-warning
platform mainly originated from the Customs, Industry
Associations/Bureau of Statistics, dairy processing
enterprises, foreign trade associations or consulting
companies. These data were input into the industry injury
early-warning model through data collection server, and the
industry injury early-warning index was calculated
automatically (Table 2).

B. Establishment of Product Monitoring Index System
The index system includes import/export index,
production and management index of domestic dairy

TABLE II. DATA AND ITS SOURCES OF CHINA'S DAIRY INDUSTRY DAMAGE EARLY-WARNING MODEL
Groups
Import/export
data

Source
Customs

Frequency
Monthly

Industry data

Associations/
Bureau of
Statistics
Dairy
processing
enterprises

Monthly

Financial data of
enterprise
representatives
Industry data
abroad

Foreign trade
associations
or consulting
companies

Annualy
Monthly

The contents of data
Tariff number, quantity, unit price (CIF import, export FOB) / total price,
import/export countryt, trade style, port, destination/source, transportation
mode, and data as detailed as possible
Product code, production, total sale amount, domestic sales, average unit
sale price (excluding VAT), final inventory, sales, sale cost, pre-tax profit,
and production capacity (annually)
Product code, production capacity, average number of staff, labor salary,
average investment, and net operating cash flow
Product code, production, domestic sales, average ex-factory price
(excluding VAT), export volume, export price, final inventory, sales, sale
cost, and EBIT
Production capacity, production, trade, import/export price, country,
technology progress, and investment capital etc.

Annually

evaluation through their understanding of the dairy industry,
values and psychological factors. According to the
operating status of dairy products monitored and factors of
different level, a hierarchical structure and judgement
matrix was established. Experts filled in the questionnaire

D. Construction of Expert Model
Expert scoring model is to determine the weight of each
early-warning index. This process involved in the
description of object attributes by experts who conducted
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early-w
warning modell of dairy induustry injury is a complex
multi-aattribute decission-making pproblem. Introduction of
the
weight
cann
transform
the
mullti-attribute
decisioon-making prooblem into a ssingle one, whhich solves
the meeasurement of iimportance of index attributee values, i.e.
the meeasurement off early-warningg index. The m
monitoring
index attributes weree also determiined. In this sstudy, AHP
algorithhm was used to determine tthe weight, 1--9 scale, of
the rellative importannce of variouss factors in thee hierarchy
by pairr comparison aas shown in Tabble 3.

oon the basis of knowledge and experience. According
A
to the
eexpert question
nnaires, relevan
nt limit values were
w determined,
aand both quan
ntitative and qualitative
q
ind
dices should be
b
cconsidered in the
t expert mo
odel design. Ex
xperts, normallly
110-20, must be proficientt in this ind
dustry, and be
b
rrepresentatives of the field
d. Majors include industriial
teechnology, traade theory and
d practice, trad
de and econom
mic
laaw, macroecconomics and
d taxation, data statisticcs,
ccomprehensive management, etc.
E
E. Construction of the Earlyy-warning Mod
del of China's
ustry Damage
Dairy Indu
Following the hierarchiccal principle, to construct an

TABLE III. MEANINGS OF THEE SCALE
The degree of
o relative

Definitio
on

Note

1

Equally imp
portant

Two equaally important targgets

3

Slightly imp
portant

Feel one goal i s slightly more im
mportant than anothher based on experriences or

importa
ance

judgment
5

Quite impo
ortant

7

Obviously im
mportant

Feel the im
mporatnce of a tarrget, and its importtance has been prooved

9

Absolutely im
mportant

Feel strongly that a tarrget is more imporrtant than another

2,4,6,8

Intermediate bettween two

Feel one goal is more important thhan another based on experiences orr judgment

Used when compromise is reqquired
adjacent vaalues

11) Establishmen
nt of judgment matrix
By using pair comparison
n method, the relevant indicces
oof the same level were evaluated.
e
Acccording to the
juudgment criterrion, a judgmen
nt matrix was established.
e
A={aij}, in
n which aij is the Hs criterio
on, aij=wi/wj. in
w
which wi/wj is the relative im
mportance of Aii against Aj.
22) Calculation of
o weights
To calculatte the compon
nent vector wi of the featu
ure
vvector w, we ussed the following formula:

, in whhich C.I. is
C.II= (ymax-n)/(n-1), ymax=
consisttency index. When C.I.>0.1, the consisstency test
failed, a judgment m
matrix was reqquired to be eestablished;
C.I. ≤ 0.1, thee consistency test worked, nnamely the
when C
judgmeent matrix wass reasonable.
3) Warn
rning process
Callculation of diifferent level iindicators was conducted
by mulltiplying the vaalues of each ccriterion corressponding to
the inddex and weightt for linear sum
mmation as beloow:

wi=[
hich n is the order
o
of matriix,
]1/n, in wh
i=
=1,2,... .n
malization, thee weight of each
e
index was
w
After norm

y=
=
,i=
=1,2,…m,yimax=
=4
；
Thhe formula of ccriterion level to target level is:

ccalculated as WA=
W
. The
T normalizattion result of the
w
weight Wi of Ai according to Hs
H criterion is::

y=

=

,ymax=

=w1yimmax+……..+ wm yimax
Wm=Wi/W
WA=Wi/
For homogeeneity check, we
w used the forrmula asbelow::

Acccording to ymaxx, the warning level is divideed 4 grades
(red, oorange, yellow,, and blue). G
Grade red, y (33/4) ≥ ymax,
represeents the highesst industrial hazzard; Grade orrange, (2/4)
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ymax<y < (3/4)) ymax, means the higher in
ndustrial hazarrd;
G
Grade yellow, (1/4)
(
ymax<y < (2/4) ymax, meeans some unsaafe
ffactors; and Grade
G
blue, y < (1/4) ymax, means relativ
ve
ssafety.
When set Wi be the relativ
ve importance degree of leveel i
aagainst the totaal target level; Dij be the vallue of index i of
leevel j; and Wijj be the relative importance degree
d
of index
xi
oof level j of th
he index level. According to the principle of
A
AHP, the dairy industry injury
y early-warning model formu
ula

industrry injury earlyy-warning systeem to monitorr and audit
the daata submitted m
monthly/annuaally by dairy processing
enterprrises, the Cusstoms, the dairry industry asssociations,
and fooreign institutions. After verrification, the data were
transm
mitted to the daata collection server. The inndices were
calculaated through thhe calculation model, and thhe industry
injury early-warningg index was ddetermined. Att the same
time, tthe expert moodel assessmennt index was ddetermined
based on the experrt questionnairres. The industry injury
warning indexx and expert m
model assessm
ment index
early-w
were combined to provide a m
monthly/quarteerly/annual
industrrial damage eearly-warning report. Suggeestions for
appeal or response w
were given to tthe damaged oor seriously
damagged industry acccordingly. Thee monthly, quaarterly, and
annuall industrial damage earlly-warning reeport was
submittted to the Natiional Industriaal Damage Earrly-warning
Centerr. The flowcharrt is shown in F
Figure 1:

is
vel
, in which m is the lev
nnumber, and n is
i a specific ind
dex number off some index.
IV. THEE OPERATION PR
ROCESS OF DAIR
RY INDUSTRY
INJURY EARLY
Y-WARNING PLATFORM
Local goverrnment departm
ments can utiliize China's daiiry
Industrial Damagee
Eaarly-warning Centter

in China

Suggestions to
appeal

Month
hly, quarterly, and
d annual
ind
dustrial damage reeport

Suggestions to
response

early-warning Re
eport

Early-warning ind
dex
of industry injury

Assessment indexx of
expert model

Data collecction
server

Expert
questionnaire

Index
calculation

Calculation
model

Financial
F
data
of domestic
enterprises

The expert
group

Monitorring
data

Import/eexport
data frrom
Custom
ms

Industry data
from
Associations
of

Industryy data
from insti
titutions
abrooad

FIGURE 1: THE OPERATION PROCESS
P
OF CHINA
A'S DAIRY INDUSTR
RY INJURY EARLY- WARNING PLATFO
ORM

V.

continuuous, dynamicc, nonlinear, aand iterative pprocess. At
presentt, systematic sstudy and anaalysis is still rrequired in
viewpooints of theeory, methodoology and ttechnology.
Thereffore, the operattional status asssessment and m
monitoring
of the dairy industryy injury early-warning systeem require
the guuidance of scieentific theoriess and methodss. Relevant
issues still need furthher in-depth disscussion and reesearch.

CONCLUSIONS
O

Constructio
on of a dairy industry injurry early-warnin
ng
ssystem is one of
o the most imp
portant compon
nents of risk an
nd
eearly-warning system
s
of Chin
na’s macroecon
nomic policy an
nd
hhas received extensive atteention. Howev
ver, due to th
he
ccomplexity off this problem
m and the lim
mited nature of
hhuman’s cognitive ability, th
he dairy industry damage iss a
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